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1. Introduction

A JSON Web Key (JWK) is a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [RFC4627] data structure that represents a cryptographic key. This specification also defines a JSON Web Key Set (JWK Set) JSON data structure for representing a set of JWKs. Cryptographic algorithms and identifiers for use with this specification are described in the separate JSON Web Algorithms (JWA) [JWA] specification and IANA registries defined by that specification.

Goals for this specification do not include representing certificate chains, representing certified keys, and replacing X.509 certificates.

JWKs and JWK Sets are used in the JSON Web Signature (JWS) [JWS] and JSON Web Encryption (JWE) [JWE] specifications.

Names defined by this specification are short because a core goal is for the resulting representations to be compact.

1.1. Notational Conventions

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels [RFC4627].
2. Terminology

These terms defined by the JSON Web Signature (JWS) [JWS] specification are incorporated into this specification: "Base64url Encoding" and "Collision-Resistant Name".

These terms are defined for use by this specification:

- **JSON Web Key (JWK)**: A JSON object that represents a cryptographic key.
- **JSON Web Key Set (JWK Set)**: A JSON object that contains an array of JWKs as the value of its keys member.

3. JSON Web Key (JWK) Format

A JSON Web Key (JWK) is a JSON object. The members of the object represent properties of the key, including its value. This document defines the key parameters that are not algorithm specific, and thus common to many keys.

In addition to the common parameters, each JWK will have members that are specific to the kind of key being represented. These members represent the parameters of the key. Section 6 of the JSON Web Algorithms (JWA) [JWA] specification defines multiple kinds of cryptographic keys and their associated members.

The member names within a JWK MUST be unique; recipients MUST either reject JWKs with duplicate member names or use a JSON parser that returns only the lexically last duplicate member name, as specified in Section 15.12 (The JSON Object) of ECMAScript 5.1 [ECMAScript].

Additional members can be present in the JWK. If not understood by implementations encountering them, they MUST be ignored. Member names used for representing key parameters for different keys types need not be distinct. Any new member name should either be registered in the IANA JSON Web Key Parameters registry defined in Section 7.1 or be a value that contains a Collision-Resistant Name.

3.1. "kty" (Key Type) Parameter

The kty (key type) member identifies the cryptographic algorithm family used with the key. kty values should either be registered in the IANA JSON Web Key Types registry defined in [JWA] or be a value that contains a Collision-Resistant Name. The kty value is a case-sensitive string. This member MUST be present in a JWK.

A list of defined kty values can be found in the IANA JSON Web Key Types registry defined in [JWA]; the initial contents of this registry are the values defined in Section 6.1 of the JSON Web Algorithms (JWA) [JWA] specification.

The key type definitions include specification of the members to be used for those key types. Additional members used with kty values can also be found in the IANA JSON Web Key Parameters registry defined in Section 7.1.
3.2. "use" (Key Use) Parameter

The `use` (key use) member identifies the intended use of the key. Values defined by this specification are:

- `sig` (signature or MAC)
- `enc` (encryption)

Other values MAY be used. Key Use values can be registered in the IANA JSON Web Key Use registry defined in Section 7.2. The `use` value is a case-sensitive string. A `use` member SHOULD be present, unless the application uses another means or convention to determine the intended key usage.

When a key is used to wrap another key and a key use designation for the first key is desired, the `enc` (encryption) key use value SHOULD be used, since key wrapping is a kind of encryption. (The `alg` member can be used to specify the particular kind of encryption to be performed, when desired.)

3.3. "use_details" (Key Use Details) Parameter

The `use_details` (key use details) member identifies the fine-grained details of the intended use of the key. Its value is an array of key use detail values. Values defined by this specification are:

- `sign` (compute signature or MAC)
- `verify` (verify signature or MAC)
- `encrypt` (encrypt content)
- `decrypt` (decrypt content and validate decryption, if applicable)
- `wrap` (encrypt key)
- `unwrap` (decrypt key and validate decryption, if applicable)
- `deriveKey` (derive key)
- `deriveBits` (derive bits not to be used as a key)

Other values MAY be used. Key Use Detail values can be registered in the IANA JSON Web Key Use Details registry defined in Section 7.3. The use detail values are case-sensitive strings. Duplicate use detail values MUST NOT be present in the array.

Use of the `use_details` member is OPTIONAL, unless the application requires use this member to record fine-grained key usage details. (Note that the `use_details` values intentionally match the `KeyUsage` values defined in the Web Cryptography API [WebCrypto] specification.)

Multiple unrelated uses SHOULD NOT be specified for a key because of the potential vulnerabilities associated with using the same key with multiple algorithms. Thus, the combinations `sign` with `verify`, `encrypt` with `decrypt`, and `wrap` with `unwrap` are permitted, but other combinations SHOULD NOT be used.

If both `use` and `use_details` JWK members are present, the usages specified by them MUST be consistent. In particular, the `use` value `sig` corresponds to `sign` and/or `verify`. The `use` value `enc` corresponds to all other values defined above. If `use_details` values corresponding to both `sig` and `enc use` values are present, the `use` member SHOULD NOT be present, and if present, its value MUST NOT be either `sig` or `enc`.

3.4. "alg" (Algorithm) Parameter

The `alg` (algorithm) member identifies the algorithm intended for use with the key. The values used should either be registered in the IANA JSON Web Signature and Encryption
3.5. "kid" (Key ID) Parameter

The kid (key ID) member can be used to match a specific key. This can be used, for instance, to choose among a set of keys within a JWK Set during key rollover. The structure of the kid value is unspecified. When kid values are used within a JWK Set, different keys within the JWK Set SHOULD use distinct kid values. (One example in which different keys might use the same kid value is if they have different kty (key type) values but are considered to be equivalent alternatives by the application using them.) The kid value is a case-sensitive string. Use of this member is OPTIONAL.

When used with JWS or JWE, the kid value is used to match a JWS or JWE kid Header Parameter value.

3.6. "x5u" (X.509 URL) Parameter

The x5u (X.509 URL) member is a URI [RFC3986] that refers to a resource for an X.509 public key certificate or certificate chain [RFC5280]. The identified resource MUST provide a representation of the certificate or certificate chain that conforms to RFC 5280 [RFC5280] in PEM encoded form [RFC1421]. The key in the first certificate MUST match the public key represented by other members of the JWK. The protocol used to acquire the resource MUST provide integrity protection; an HTTP GET request to retrieve the certificate MUST use TLS [RFC2818] [RFC5246]; the identity of the server MUST be validated, as per Section 3.1 of HTTP Over TLS [RFC2818]. Use of this member is OPTIONAL.

While there is no requirement that members other than those representing the public key be populated when an x5u member is present, doing so may improve interoperability for applications that do not handle PKIX certificates. If other members are present, the contents of those members MUST be semantically consistent with the related fields in the first certificate. For instance, if the use member is present, then it needs to allow for only a subset of the usages that are permitted by the certificate. Similarly, if the alg member is present, it should represent an algorithm that the certificate allows.

3.7. "x5c" (X.509 Certificate Chain) Parameter

The x5c (X.509 Certificate Chain) member contains a chain of one or more PKIX certificates [RFC5280]. The certificate chain is represented as a JSON array of certificate value strings. Each string in the array is a base64 encoded ([RFC4648] Section 4 -- not base64url encoded) DER [ITU.X690.1994] PKIX certificate value. The PKIX certificate containing the key value MUST be the first certificate. This MAY be followed by additional certificates, with each subsequent certificate being the one used to certify the previous one. The key in the first certificate MUST match the public key represented by other members of the JWK. Use of this member is OPTIONAL.

As with the x5u member, members other than those representing the public key may also be populated when an x5c member is present. If other members are present, the contents of those members MUST be semantically consistent with the related fields in the first certificate. See the last paragraph of Section 3.6 for additional guidance on this.

3.8. "x5t" (X.509 Certificate SHA-1 Thumbprint) Parameter

The x5t (X.509 Certificate SHA-1 Thumbprint) member is a base64url encoded SHA-1 thumbprint (a.k.a. digest) of the DER encoding of an X.509 certificate [RFC5280]. The key in
the certificate MUST match the public key represented by other members of the JWK. Use of this member is OPTIONAL.

If, in the future, certificate thumbprints need to be computed using hash functions other than SHA-1, it is suggested that additional related JWK parameters be defined for that purpose. For example, it is suggested that a new x5t#S256 (X.509 Certificate Thumbprint using SHA-256) JWK parameter could be defined by registering it in the IANA JSON Web Key Parameters registry defined in Section 7.1.

As with the x5u member, members other than those representing the public key may also be populated when an x5t member is present. If other members are present, the contents of those members MUST be semantically consistent with the related fields in the referenced certificate. See the last paragraph of Section 3.6 for additional guidance on this.

4. JSON Web Key Set (JWK Set) Format

A JSON Web Key Set (JWK Set) is a JSON object representing a set of JWKs. The JSON object MUST have a keys member, which is an array of JWK objects.

The member names within a JWK Set MUST be unique; recipients MUST either reject JWK Sets with duplicate member names or use a JSON parser that returns only the lexically last duplicate member name, as specified in Section 15.12 (The JSON Object) of ECMAScript 5.1 [ECMAScript].

Additional members can be present in the JWK Set. If not understood by implementations encountering them, they MUST be ignored. Parameters for representing additional properties of JWK Sets should either be registered in the IANA JSON Web Key Set Parameters registry defined in Section 7.4 or be a value that contains a Collision-Resistant Name.

Implementations SHOULD ignore JWKs within a JWK Set that use kty (key type) values that are not understood by them, are missing required members, or for which values are out of the supported ranges.

4.1. "keys" Parameter

The value of the keys member is an array of JWK values. By default, the order of the JWK values within the array does not imply an order of preference among them, although applications of JWK Sets can choose to assign a meaning to the order for their purposes, if desired. This member MUST be present in a JWK Set.

5. String Comparison Rules

The string comparison rules for this specification are the same as those defined in Section 5.3 of [JWS].

6. Encrypted JWK and Encrypted JWK Set Formats

JWKs containing non-public key material will need to be encrypted in some contexts to prevent the disclosure of private or symmetric key values to unintended parties. The use of an Encrypted JWK, which is a JWE with the UTF-8 encoding of a JWK as its plaintext value, is recommended for this purpose. The processing of Encrypted JWKs is identical to the processing of other JWEs. A cty (content type) Header Parameter value of jwk+json MUST be used to indicate that the content of the JWE is a JWK, unless the application knows that the encrypted content is a JWK by another means or convention.

JWK Sets containing non-public key material will similarly need to be encrypted. The use of an Encrypted JWK Set, which is a JWE with the UTF-8 encoding of a JWK Set as its plaintext value,
Encrypted JWK Set, which is a JWE with the UTF-8 encoding of a JWK Set as its plaintext value, is recommended for this purpose. The processing of Encrypted JWK Sets is identical to the processing of other JWEs. A `cty` (content type) Header Parameter value of `jwk-set+json` MUST be used to indicate that the content of the JWE is a JWK Set, unless the application knows that the encrypted content is a JWK Set by another means or convention.

See Appendix C for an example encrypted JWK.

### 7. IANA Considerations

The following registration procedure is used for all the registries established by this specification.

Values are registered with a Specification Required [RFC5226] after a two-week review period on the [TBD]@ietf.org mailing list, on the advice of one or more Designated Experts. However, to allow for the allocation of values prior to publication, the Designated Expert(s) may approve registration once they are satisfied that such a specification will be published.

Registration requests must be sent to the [TBD]@ietf.org mailing list for review and comment, with an appropriate subject (e.g., “Request for access token type: example”). [[Note to the RFC Editor: The name of the mailing list should be determined in consultation with the IESG and IANA. Suggested name: jose-reg-review. ]]

Within the review period, the Designated Expert(s) will either approve or deny the registration request, communicating this decision to the review list and IANA. Denials should include an explanation and, if applicable, suggestions as to how to make the request successful. Registration requests that are undetermined for a period longer than 21 days can be brought to the IESG's attention (using the iesg@iesg.org mailing list) for resolution.

Criteria that should be applied by the Designated Expert(s) includes determining whether the proposed registration duplicates existing functionality, determining whether it is likely to be of general applicability or whether it is useful only for a single application, and whether the registration makes sense.

IANA must only accept registry updates from the Designated Expert(s) and should direct all requests for registration to the review mailing list.

It is suggested that multiple Designated Experts be appointed who are able to represent the perspectives of different applications using this specification, in order to enable broadly-informed review of registration decisions. In cases where a registration decision could be perceived as creating a conflict of interest for a particular Expert, that Expert should defer to the judgment of the other Expert(s).

#### 7.1. JSON Web Key Parameters Registry

This specification establishes the IANA JSON Web Key Parameters registry for JWK parameter names. The registry records the parameter name, the key type(s) that the parameter is used with, and a reference to the specification that defines it. It also records whether the parameter conveys public or private information. This specification registers the parameter names defined in Section 3. The same JWK parameter name may be registered multiple times, provided that duplicate parameter registrations are only for key type specific JWK parameters; in this case, the meaning of the duplicate parameter name is disambiguated by the `kty` value of the JWK containing it.

#### 7.1.1. Registration Template

Parameter Name:

The name requested (e.g., “example”). Because a core goal of this specification is for the resulting representations to be compact, it is RECOMMENDED that the name be short -- not to exceed 8 characters without a compelling reason to do so. This name is case-sensitive. Names may not match other registered names in a
case-insensitive manner unless the Designated Expert(s) state that there is a compelling reason to allow an exception in this particular case. However, matching names may be registered, provided that the accompanying sets of \texttt{kty} values that the Parameter Name is used with are disjoint; for the purposes of matching \texttt{kty} values, "*" matches all values.

Parameter Description:
Brief description of the parameter (e.g., "Example description").

Used with "kty" Value(s):
The key type parameter value(s) that the parameter name is to be used with, or the value "*" if the parameter value is used with all key types. Values may not match other registered \texttt{kty} values in a case-insensitive manner when the registered Parameter Name is the same (including when the Parameter Name matches in a case-insensitive manner) unless the Designated Expert(s) state that there is a compelling reason to allow an exception in this particular case.

Parameter Information Class:
Registers whether the parameter conveys public or private information. Its value must be one the words Public or Private.

Change Controller:
For Standards Track RFCs, state "IESG". For others, give the name of the responsible party. Other details (e.g., postal address, email address, home page URI) may also be included.

Specification Document(s):
Reference to the document(s) that specify the parameter, preferably including URI(s) that can be used to retrieve copies of the document(s). An indication of the relevant sections may also be included but is not required.

7.1.2. Initial Registry Contents

- Parameter Name: \texttt{kty}
  - Parameter Description: Key Type
  - Used with "kty" Value(s): *
  - Parameter Information Class: Public
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): \texttt{Section 3.1} of [[ this document ]]

- Parameter Name: \texttt{use}
  - Parameter Description: Key Use
  - Used with "kty" Value(s): *
  - Parameter Information Class: Public
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): \texttt{Section 3.2} of [[ this document ]]

- Parameter Name: \texttt{use_details}
  - Parameter Description: Key Use
  - Used with "kty" Value(s): *
  - Parameter Information Class: Public
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): \texttt{Section 3.3} of [[ this document ]]

- Parameter Name: \texttt{alg}
  - Parameter Description: Algorithm
  - Used with "kty" Value(s): *
  - Parameter Information Class: Public
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): \texttt{Section 3.4} of [[ this document ]]

- Parameter Name: \texttt{kid}
  - Parameter Description: Key ID
  - Used with "kty" Value(s): *
  - Parameter Information Class: Public
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): \texttt{Section 3.5} of [[ this document ]]

- Parameter Name: \texttt{x5u}
7.2. JSON Web Key Use Registry

This specification establishes the IANA JSON Web Key Use registry for JWK use member values. The registry records the key use value and a reference to the specification that defines it. This specification registers the parameter names defined in Section 3.2.

7.2.1. Registration Template

Use Member Value:
The name requested (e.g., "example"). Because a core goal of this specification is for the resulting representations to be compact, it is RECOMMENDED that the name be short -- not to exceed 8 characters without a compelling reason to do so. This name is case-sensitive. Names may not match other registered names in a case-insensitive manner unless the Designated Expert(s) state that there is a compelling reason to allow an exception in this particular case.

Use Description:
Brief description of the use (e.g., "Example description").

Change Controller:
For Standards Track RFCs, state "IESG". For others, give the name of the responsible party. Other details (e.g., postal address, email address, home page URI) may also be included.

Specification Document(s):
Reference to the document(s) that specify the parameter, preferably including URI(s) that can be used to retrieve copies of the document(s). An indication of the relevant sections may also be included but is not required.

7.2.2. Initial Registry Contents

- Use Member Value: sig
  - Use Description: Signature or MAC
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.2 of [[ this document ]]

- Use Member Value: enc
  - Use Description: Encryption
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.2 of [[ this document ]]
7.3. JSON Web Key Use Details Registry

This specification establishes the IANA JSON Web Key Use Details registry for values of JWK use_details array elements. The registry records the key use detail value and a reference to the specification that defines it. This specification registers the parameter names defined in Section 3.3.

7.3.1. Registration Template

Use Detail Value:
The name requested (e.g., "example"). Because a core goal of this specification is for the resulting representations to be compact, it is RECOMMENDED that the name be short -- not to exceed 8 characters without a compelling reason to do so. This name is case-sensitive. Names may not match other registered names in a case-insensitive manner unless the Designated Expert(s) state that there is a compelling reason to allow an exception in this particular case.

Use Detail Description:
Brief description of the use detail (e.g., "Example description").

Change Controller:
For Standards Track RFCs, state "IESG". For others, give the name of the responsible party. Other details (e.g., postal address, email address, home page URI) may also be included.

Specification Document(s):
Reference to the document(s) that specify the parameter, preferably including URI(s) that can be used to retrieve copies of the document(s). An indication of the relevant sections may also be included but is not required.

7.3.2. Initial Registry Contents

- Use Detail Value: sign
  - Use Detail Description: Compute signature or MAC
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.3 of [[ this document ]]

- Use Detail Value: verify
  - Use Detail Description: Verify signature or MAC
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.3 of [[ this document ]]

- Use Detail Value: encrypt
  - Use Detail Description: Encrypt content
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.3 of [[ this document ]]

- Use Detail Value: decrypt
  - Use Detail Description: Decrypt content and validate decryption, if applicable
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.3 of [[ this document ]]

- Use Detail Value: wrap
  - Use Detail Description: Encrypt key
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.3 of [[ this document ]]

- Use Detail Value: unwrap
  - Use Detail Description: Decrypt key and validate decryption, if applicable
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 3.3 of [[ this document ]]

- Use Detail Value: deriveKey
  - Use Detail Description: Derive key
7.4. JSON Web Key Set Parameters Registry

This specification establishes the IANA JSON Web Key Set Parameters registry for JWK Set parameter names. The registry records the parameter name and a reference to the specification that defines it. This specification registers the parameter names defined in Section 4.

7.4.1. Registration Template

Parameter Name:
The name requested (e.g., "example"). Because a core goal of this specification is for the resulting representations to be compact, it is RECOMMENDED that the name be short -- not to exceed 8 characters without a compelling reason to do so. This name is case-sensitive. Names may not match other registered names in a case-insensitive manner unless the Designated Expert(s) state that there is a compelling reason to allow an exception in this particular case.

Parameter Description:
Brief description of the parameter (e.g., "Example description").

Change Controller:
For Standards Track RFCs, state "IESG". For others, give the name of the responsible party. Other details (e.g., postal address, email address, home page URI) may also be included.

Specification Document(s):
Reference to the document(s) that specify the parameter, preferably including URI(s) that can be used to retrieve copies of the document(s). An indication of the relevant sections may also be included but is not required.

7.4.2. Initial Registry Contents

- Parameter Name: keys
- Parameter Description: Array of JWK values
- Change Controller: IESG
- Specification Document(s): Section 4.1 of [[ this document ]]

7.5. Media Type Registration

7.5.1. Registry Contents

This specification registers the application/jwk+json and application/jwk-set+json Media Types [RFC2046] in the MIME Media Types registry [IANA.MediaTypes], which can be used to indicate, respectively, that the content is a JWK or a JWK Set.

- Type Name: application
- Subtype Name: jwk+json
- Required Parameters: n/a
- Optional Parameters: n/a
8. Security Considerations

All of the security issues faced by any cryptographic application must be faced by a JWS/JWE/JWK agent. Among these issues are protecting the user’s private and symmetric keys, preventing various attacks, and helping the user avoid mistakes such as inadvertently encrypting a message for the wrong recipient. The entire list of security considerations is beyond the scope of this document, but some significant considerations are listed here.

One should place no more trust in the data associated with a key than in the method by which it was obtained and in the trustworthiness of the entity asserting an association with the key. Any data associated with a key that is obtained in an untrusted manner should be treated with skepticism.

Private and symmetric keys MUST be protected from disclosure to unintended parties. One recommended means of doing so is to encrypt JWKs or JWK Sets containing them by using the JWK or JWK Set value as the plaintext of a JWE.

The security considerations in RFC 3447 [RFC3447] and RFC 6030 [RFC6030] about protecting private and symmetric keys, key usage, and information leakage also apply to this specification.

The security considerations in XML DSIG 2.0 [W3C.CR-xmldsig-core2-20120124], about key representations also apply to this specification, other than those that are XML specific.

The TLS Requirements in [JWS] also apply to this specification.
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Appendix A. Example JSON Web Key Sets

A.1. Example Public Keys

The following example JWK Set contains two public keys represented as JWKs: one using an Elliptic Curve algorithm and a second one using an RSA algorithm. The first specifies that the key is to be used for encryption. The second specifies that the key is to be used with the RS256 algorithm. Both provide a Key ID for key matching purposes. In both cases, integers are represented using the base64url encoding of their big endian representations. (Long lines are broken for display purposes only.)
A2. Example Private Keys

The following example JWK Set contains two keys represented as JWKs containing both public and private key values: one using an Elliptic Curve algorithm and a second one using an RSA algorithm. This example extends the example in the previous section, adding private key values. (Line breaks are for display purposes only.)

```json

{ "keys": [ { "kty": "EC", "crv": "P-256", "x": "MKBCTNIcKUSDii11ySs3526iDZBAiTo7Tu6KPAqv7D4", "y": "4Et16SRWYZilUrN5vfVvUHuh7x8PxtlmWw1bbM4IFyM", "use": "enc", "kid": "1" }, { "kty": "RSA", "n": "0vx7aogebGcQSuuPiLJXZptN9ndrQmbXEps2aiAFwbWh78LHwx 4cbbfAAvtTV86zwu1RK7aPFFxuhDr1L6tSoc_BJECpebwKRXjBZCI1Fv4n3okuJhMst n64tZ_2w-5jsGY4hc5n9yBXArw1931qt7_RN5w6c0h4qYg5v-65YgjQQR0/_FDW2 Vqyz368QMcCJtaaSqs8KJZgYb9c7d0ZgAHzu6qMqVRL5hajaran1n91C0bIPi SD0bqNLyrkd-t8fTWHAI4vMQFh6WEzUjmfM14F2NcRwr3XPksINHAQ-G_xBniIqb w0Ls1jF44-csFCur-kEgU8awapJzKqnDKgw", "e": "AQAB", "alg": "RS256", "kid": "2011-04-29" } ] }
```
A.3. Example Symmetric Keys

The following example JWK Set contains two symmetric keys represented as JWKs: one designated as being for use with the AES Key Wrap algorithm and a second one that is an HMAC key. (Line breaks are for display purposes only.)

```
{"keys": [
  {
    "kty": "oct",
    "alg": "A128KW",
    "k": "GawgguFyGrWKav7AX4VKUg"
  },
  {
    "kty": "oct",
    "k": "AyM1SysPpbyDfgZld3umj1qzKObwVMkoqQ-EstJQLr-T-1qS0gZH75aKTmN3Yj0iPS4hcgUuTwjAzzr1Z9CAow",
    "kid": "HMAC key used in JWS A.1 example"
  }
]}
```

Appendix B. Example Use of "x5c" (X.509 Certificate Chain) Parameter

The following is an example of a JWK with a RSA signing key represented both as an RSA public key and as an X.509 certificate using the x5c parameter:

```
{"kty": "RSA",
 "use": "sig",
 "kid": "1b94c",
 "n": "vrjOfz9Ccdgx5nQudhoyoHd17V-IubWMcZCuX-ji7hAgAszJ23pqYW08PLB_kniVDIKPqrzmDIsLi7sA25vEnHU1uCLNwBuUiCoIi7s-7dyBr51IMgQQuj180sVyItazp3C-NGLh45ySkkhucaPod7i1W09LKr9orSMhEwzDcxTWq4aYWAwch8t-emd9QoVtvMDMC2BxksRnhg6X5bUYly6AyHKv-jnuy1wzjgYiQDWMTplColU-o-85nmZ1mRGEgj3kBldh5gFENabWhnUs5m1ZPzwD-s-qo-mEmVfj3b6jJVWtp12sUtnCyG232qvbWbj_zjBPD5eunqSo1VQ",
 "e": "AQAB",
 "x5c": [
  "MIIDqgICAigIAwIBAgIgA7uVx5OPywRiMvM+AECuQKoQJ+MSv1KoQQuj180sVyItazp3C-NGLh45ySkkhucaPod7i1W09LKr9orSMhEwzDcxTWq4aYWAwch8t-emd9QoVtvMDMC2BxksRnhg6X5bUYly6AyHKv-jnuy1wzjgYiQDWMTplColU-o-85nmZ1mRGEgj3kBldh5gFENabWhnUs5m1ZPzwD-s-qo-mEmVfj3b6jJVWtp12sUtnCyG232qvbWbj_zjBPD5eunqSo1VQ",
  "MIIDqgICAigIAwIBAgIgA7uVx5OPywRiMvM+AECuQKoQJ+MSv1KoQQuj180sVyItazp3C-NGLh45ySkkhucaPod7i1W09LKr9orSMhEwzDcxTWq4aYWAwch8t-emd9QoVtvMDMC2BxksRnhg6X5bUYly6AyHKv-jnuy1wzjgYiQDWMTplColU-o-85nmZ1mRGEgj3kBldh5gFENabWhnUs5m1ZPzwD-s-qo-mEmVfj3b6jJVWtp12sUtnCyG232qvbWbj_zjBPD5eunqSo1VQ"
]}
```
Appendix C. Example Encrypted RSA Private Key

This example encrypts an RSA private key to the recipient using PBES2-HS256+A128KW for key encryption and A128CBC+HS256 for content encryption.

NOTE: Unless otherwise indicated, all line breaks are included solely for readability.

C.1. Plaintext RSA Private Key

The following RSA key is the plaintext for the encryption operation, formatted as a JWK object:

```json
{
    "kty": "RSA",
    "kid": "juliet@capulet.lit",
    "use": "enc",
    "n": "t6Q8PWSi1dkJj9hTP8hNYFlvadM7DflW9mWepOjHj66w7nyoK1gPNqFMSQry0125g5-TEK0dhWrr0iujj9V7BCv6I1g8S45ACgPrAc6dZC5R0-Iqom-QFCnP85jg9O6MwquQQU_LywyuAEGZ2WksD_EperyGFInnj3Q0QI08y5m57cLcrW1LH0LPlbf1e4AuIUvFyPWyWnXgyvXjYGDmAS-W9zI2ZllgT-Gqumpig0XOC0Cc29rgLe2ymLHpHcHicgkVABY5-L32-1se0-0s6U15_axrK9gw8cPuA18IsLsuVidt3C_Fn2P3ZB1744FPFGG6G1s2zW-Q",
    "e": "AQAB",
    "d": "GRtibIqMh0ZtyzsgKdg4u_N-R-mZGU_9k7Q_jin0DnfTuMsdNPrTeaSTyWfSNkuaAw5OeIQv1iQbWV25NY3bic_iHuIjtF17bAYXEReWcA13hldIPKxy9uVqPQY80KlXTQrqs-dV7jahlI7lyckrTmrM8dWbo4_PManenNpQ0gq0xnuToxur7RZfjg40x4ka3GORqd9CSczZ2vsUdmsX0UEfOl0yMqAC6p1M3h33tsyrLy15koMsp908Oj_AJAmxmxAhTiwZowk24xy9Ht3S3lqyY8C1EwMeRDK2ahecG85-oLqKts5evPeWKhmj01_g3DqSgqncN96X52esAQ",
    "p": "2rnsQv4hSKn8s4C4cgHfb0s8XboFqDkm3sc4h3GrrXmTdql1Z9ku9-WUHfQ0P0fxXv-wE-ZEbrqivh_2iCLU57waAl6xVAR1kkiaUuP5SryQk31s0Q8UK9Ee43_OrADAYtAJs-M3JxLclfYgsq56HdntETTQh3rC5T3y7w",
    "q": "1ui_RFdP7F8BH3nGXLt90p5SKPy0QZyiaZwB0cBNJgQxaj10RwjzU0c6Iedis4SB_c6sKBOk0jPaBzg-IySVrvcQUPamU66riMhjVt661v8CLC3yryL52zjX0E_gym2QkwsUX7eYTB7LAHKB9KqGoceCEB5O808I4s",
    "dp": "kkMtwQbUfeFwzw2_BbbjipPqQuyHSHj9j0L5x_MozqYA1McLMztUtwKvQvQ3tbEo3ZhcobDttSbfmWzggapBxNrouPoo0f_a_HgMxXl_hlgq14y_qk1swY52IwJjn5rRjYyo1h41KR-vz2pYhEAyEhrtWttXtVwLqCRVid6c",
    "dq": "Avfs0-gRxvn0bwOwMSfXyc1KiWnuejQFlMuGfWqBwtf21Er71txBkn9GQTb9qyqDyAna0N6H7CftrkxjHJBQaj6njK5KSK3TQt5qCzkXmKe3KRBbymxk85qw0px5E65DXc6FeiaFWYY63TmmEAlu_lRFC033Xdea-ots",
    "qi": "19sQ1-w9cPyURemPR1RsBLk7wNt0v5EqPpQmuMvsqW57BhucSecoPwumqquab9v0-Py4dq57_bapokRu1090vbuFnU63SHFEFGtLZqvJDOAmvJ43m-Fp0oYu_neotg0hzbI5grY7adjYy9-21NX_75aBzOu9HCJ-U5fS0I8"
}
```

The octets representing the Plaintext are:

```
```
C.2. JWE Header

The following example JWE Protected Header declares that:

- the Content Encryption Key is encrypted to the recipient using the PSE2-HS256+A128KW algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key,
- the Salt (p2s) is [ 217, 96, 147, 112, 150, 117, 70, 247, 127, 8, 155, 137, 174, 42, 80, 215 ],
- the Iteration Count (p2c) is 4096,
- the Plaintext is encrypted using the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 algorithm to produce the Ciphertext, and
- the content type is application/jwk+json.

```
{  
  "alg":"PBES2-HS256+A128Kw",
  "p2s":"2WCTcJZ1Rvd_CJuJripQ1w",
  "p2c":4096,
  "enc":"A128CBC-HS256",
  "cty":"jwk+json"
}
```

Encoding this JWE Protected Header as BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) gives this value:

```
eyJhbGciOiJQQkVTMi1IUzI1NitBMTI4S1ciLCJwMnMiOiIyV0NUY0paMVJ2ZS9DSn
VKcmlwUTF3IiwicDJjIjo0MDk2LCJlbmMiOiJBMTI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2IiwiY3R5Ijoi
andrK2pzb24ifQ
```

C.3. Content Encryption Key (CEK)

Generate a 256 bit random Content Encryption Key (CEK). In this example, the value is:

[ 111, 27, 25, 52, 66, 29, 20, 78, 92, 176, 56, 240, 65, 208, 82, 112, 161, 131, 36, 55, 202, 
236, 185, 172, 129, 23, 153, 194, 195, 48, 253, 182 ]

C.4. Key Encryption

Encrypt the CEK with a shared passphrase using the PBES2-HS256+A128KW algorithm and the specified Salt and Iteration Count values to produce the JWE Encrypted Key. This example uses the following passphrase:

```
Thus from my lips, by yours, my sin is purged.
```

The octets representing the passphrase are:

[ 84, 104, 117, 115, 32, 102, 114, 111, 109, 32, 109, 121, 32, 108, 105, 112, 115, 44, 32, 98, 
121, 32, 121, 111, 117, 114, 115, 44, 32, 109, 121, 32, 115, 105, 110, 32, 105, 115, 32, 112, 
117, 114, 103, 101, 100, 46 ]

The resulting JWE Encrypted Key value is:

[ 201, 236, 143, 112, 12, 234, 200, 211, 33, 241, 255, 65, 112, 63, 172, 146, 105, 107, 122, 
... ]
C.5. Initialization Vector

Generate a random 128 bit JWE Initialization Vector. In this example, the value is:

\[ [ 97, 239, 99, 214, 171, 54, 216, 57, 145, 72, 7, 93, 34, 31, 149, 156 ] \]

Encoding this JWE Initialization Vector as BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) gives this value:

\[ Ye9j1qs22DmRSAAddIh-VnA \]

C.6. Additional Authenticated Data

Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))). This value is:


C.7. Content Encryption

Encrypt the Plaintext with AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 using the CEK as the encryption key, the JWE Initialization Vector, and the Additional Authenticated Data value above. The resulting Ciphertext is:

Encoding this JWE Ciphertext as BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) gives this value:
Encoding this JWE Authentication Tag as BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag) gives this value:

```
ffmPv_AEzIQ-8XGyW1j-Ew
```

C.8. Complete Representation

Assemble the final representation: The Compact serialization of this result is the string BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag).

The final result in this example is:

```
eyjhGc1o1iJQQkVTM1iUz1iNiUtBMI14s1cLCJwMn1oIyV0NUy8paMV2JZFDhSnpVkmclwUTF3iwiwCj1jo0MDk2LCJ1bMn10iJBMI1q40QJDLUHtmJ2UiwY3R3IjoiandrK2pzb24iFq.
eyPAcazyNhMh9fBDc-skmlrregAEFSwWdJ3I0R795FPaUopqef7BeQ.
```

Y9eJq1s22DRAdsHd-vna.

AwhB8x1r1kknF02L6Eqw794nZ9f9yZAbFv3p5ZiCjHhpj64q4yHC44qLz13EmnnZTgQw7qZ13j1iBHLGePiqUJ1hf6i2HPLgwz8L-meE00jqVuET0E7n0erbkkbyw8q6okQ3DE0ig1fYV-XJ-FVwWyb8nq1bckd6_i7otjSH-81rp-3jRcIe05YKy30134Z-G0iAi1e2k1b11c_AE11IIPI_vwvtrUii6Y8ofQXkawdI_098kap-UgmyWbFeuJ3d1jnpbD4ve95owefMgLPLFfio2MnjaTCdWqoK0x_iplQ2vNr8iulcHB0kIlyQdJFzml0Wb

wqbo90j-0800as5m5lsvQMFt1IIEbtbTMHBZ8EF9wFwWfu0DQJGKMNhmBZQ-3IqvTc-M6-gwA6D8P0HnP20ibi2HB1zwgiiEa8XGrYUpfljC1iElDKGowhKuKZ
h04DKNM5nbgF2atmU90P0Ld5pceCtU61gM17pq5ZXTHzjgPDr5b2N731UoOCGAUqHdGhg60VJ1bCdTjsh4FCf13sd3hUrXyY3Hj2Xd7CWRJzRU3_31Y6xY6-3sGfPi
rfqqEipjDBTHpcoCmnyrwVYjYHGnleQb2ZRoTRrS9598F95bDRXqsaD7UgQgwBQw665
d0ZvPravszrFf_CCMwMAII-neFako_PWxg64EUDj61GWSXV9clStLw_0voAdPIDLHfYLe
PyagyUjoqUQuig7BsvYyYrwaF66tgB8hv80mnLmFEmDPaJaZuMhW4t8DwGKdz-T_s
ub9hxrpJ4us0Wnt5gU0yoN2N_c1-TkLXmm5oto14MxnoAbyQbwPwE9SH3Y4ZhwKbH
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- Changed the name of the JWK RSA exponent parameter from \texttt{exp} to \texttt{xpo} so as to allow the potential use of the name \texttt{exp} for a future extension that might define an expiration parameter for keys. (The \texttt{exp} name is already used for this purpose in the JWT specification.)
- Clarify that the \texttt{alg} (algorithm family) member is \textbf{REQUIRED}.
- Correct an instance of "JWK" that should have been "JWK Set".
- Applied changes made by the RFC Editor to RFC 6749's registry language to this specification.

-05

- Indented artwork elements to better distinguish them from the body text.

-04

- Refer to the registries as the primary sources of defined values and then secondarily reference the sections defining the initial contents of the registries.
- Added this language to Registration Templates: "This name is case sensitive. Names that match other registered names in a case insensitive manner SHOULD NOT be accepted."
- Described additional open issues.
- Applied editorial suggestions.

-03

- Clarified that \texttt{kid} values need not be unique within a JWK Set.
- Moved JSON Web Key Parameters registry to the JWK specification.
- Added "Collision Resistant Namespace" to the terminology section.
- Changed registration requirements from RFC Required to Specification Required with Expert Review.
- Added Registration Template sections for defined registries.
- Added Registry Contents sections to populate registry values.
- Numerous editorial improvements.

-02

- Simplified JWK terminology to get replace the "JWK Key Object" and "JWK Container Object" terms with simply "JSON Web Key (JWK)" and "JSON Web Key Set (JWK Set)" and to eliminate potential confusion between single keys and sets of keys. As part of this change, the top-level member name for a set of keys was changed from \texttt{jwk} to \texttt{keys}.
- Clarified that values with duplicate member names MUST be rejected.
- Established JSON Web Key Set Parameters registry.
- Explicitly listed non-goals in the introduction.
- Moved algorithm-specific definitions from JWK to JWA.
- Reformatted to give each member definition its own section heading.

-01

- Corrected the Magic Signatures reference.

-00

- Created the initial IETF draft based upon draft-jones-json-web-key-03 with no normative changes.
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